BIOVIA Discoverant CM is a process informatics software application for contract manufacturing that offers CMOs a collaborative data access, contextualization, analysis and reporting environment that eliminates geography as a factor in the working relationships among CMOs and sponsors.

**DISCOVERANT CM BUSINESS BENEFITS FOR CMOs**
- Increase margins through value-added services such as process analysis, trending, deviation investigation and APR preparation for sponsors
- Increase inventory turns
- Realize supply predictability
- Maximize capital expenditures

**AGGREGATION/CONTEXTUALIZATION**
BIOVIA Discoverant CM maps data-type and batch relationships from paper batch records, databases and data clouds – throughout each sponsor’s manufacturing processes.

**ACCESS**
BIOVIA Discoverant CM provides CMOs with real-time, on-demand access to all production data in a point-and-click environment allowing better understanding and control of variability sources.

**ANALYTICS & REPORTING**
BIOVIA Discoverant CM enables CMOs to provide each sponsor with powerful analytics and reporting through their own collaborative dashboard.

BIOVIA Discoverant CM is a component of the BIOVIA Process Management and Compliance Suite, a comprehensive software offering for capturing, managing and analyzing development and process data in new product development and commercial manufacturing and quality operations.
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Our **3DEXPERIENCE Platform** powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 170,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit [www.3ds.com](http://www.3ds.com).
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